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most modern notions concerning fundamental mathematical
disciplines, a precursor of that day when the undergraduate
curriculum will contain, in their more elementary aspects,
many of those subjects and ideas which make mathematics
a thing of esthetic delight to those who are now laboring in
its development.
Another valuable contribution to the same end would be a
treatise on elementary geometry written from the point of
view of the first monograph of the present book. How this
may well be done can be seen from the nature and arrangement
of this monograph.
R. D. CARMICHAEL.

Higher Algebra. By H. E. HAWKES. Boston, Ginn and
Company, 1913. v + 222 pp.
THE subjects treated in a course in algebra designed for
freshmen and advanced secondary students constitute almost
a fixed unit; as to the manner of presenting these subjects
there is some difference of opinion. Some teachers believe
in carefully formulating a few assumptions and building upon
these with absolute rigor. From the standpoint of the scientist
this is possibly the only correct view. Some have asserted
that this thoroughly rigorous method of proving every step
is practical as well as theoretically elegant; but by far the
greater number of teachers have found by experience that an
entirely different method of procedure is preferable. The
average freshman does not have the intensive interest of the
scientist in the subject; he is looking for general rules rather
than the exceptions with which the scientist is vitally concerned; the interest of the student should be awakened and
stimulated by frequent appeals to his intuition and by giving
the subject a real and tangible basis; any long series of purely
logical steps should be avoided if possible; hence, it has been
found desirable in presenting the subject to this type of student
to make bold and explicit assumptions as they become necessary in the development, and to postpone proofs of a severely
logical character to a later and more critical study.
Professor Hawkes has written his book consistently from
the second of the viewpoints just described. The book has
been prepared to meet the needs of the student who will
continue his mathematics as far as the calculus. The author
has adapted the book both to the engineer and to the student

